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he global macroenvironment has pursued its
deterioration in Q2 2022. Inflation is being hardfelt in most places in the world (a record 9.1% in
the euro area in August 2022) and monetary
responses are increasingly stronger.
It is in this context that the European Central
Bank has finally joined the rate-raising game,
increasing its policy rates for the first time since
2011 and by an unprecedented increment of 75
basis points. Such decisions are impacting the
economy as well as financial markets, with
equity and valuations on a downward trend
(valuations on the OMX20 are now below their
low-point during the worst of the pandemic).
In Denmark, the changing environment is being
felt both by consumers (with a historically low
confidence) and businesses (they have just
returned in negative territory). The property
market seems to be already affected, as prices
are plateauing for most residential assets, and
even start to show a negative growth for some.
However, despite the gloom, labour markets are
ever tighter (4.5% unemployment in Denmark),

although unemployment rates appear to
stabilise rather than decrease in some
geographies (e.g., in Denmark and in the US).

This leads to a mitigated scenario for economic
growth in 2022. On one hand carryover effects
(growth carried by past activity) should allow for
a reasonable 2022 (now expected between 2.8%
and 3.0% in Denmark). On another hand H2
2022 seems set for a recessing or near-recessing
course that will be felt in 2023 (some forecast
now place the Danish 2023 growth below 1.0%).
Winter will therefore be critical. Shipping and
commodity prices are already seen cooling off.
But energy prices continue to drive inflation in
Europe and are likely to keep it at a high level as
we are headed into the cold season and as
Russia is further weaponizing natural gas
supplies. Unless decisive developments happen
on the Ukrainian front, it is now clear that the EU
will have extremely limited natural gas supplies
flowing from Russia in the next six months. Our
special focus explores the consequences of such
energy supply disruptions.
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Graph of the quarter: consequences of a Russian natural gas cut-off
Would Russia entirely cut off its supply of
natural gas to the EU, the most vulnerable
countries in Central and Eastern Europe
could face an output loss of up to 6.5%
(Hungary). This is depending on the rolledout policy responses. The EU could stand to
recess by 0.4% to 2.7% (a more plausible
range is 0.4% to 1.4%). Denmark would be
amongst the least affected countries, with
an output loss between 0.1% and 0.4%.
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Economic trends | Gross domestic product (GDP)

Growth was holding up in Q2 2022, but the global economy is considerably loosing momentum

Headwinds from inflation and geopolitical uncertainty have
continued to tapper initial growth expectations for Q2 2022.
Carryover effects (the inertia from previous quarters of growth)
and base effects (when comparing to the moderate performance
of Q2 2021) are what have been driving the printed Q2 growth,
with actual production showing little to no progression according
to advanced sentiment indicators.

According to estimates from the OECD, annual Q2 2022 growth
was 3.6% in Denmark and 3.9% in the Euro area. Sweden recorded
the highest growth among the observed geographies (4.1%),
followed by Norway (4.0%) and Denmark. Norway is the only
country that saw its GDP growth accelerate in Q2 (by 0.1
percentage point). All other geographies have printed a slowing
growth (Denmark by 1.6 percentage points).

Real GDP growth from same quarter of previous year1
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The United States printed a positive annual growth in Q2 2022
(1.7%). This is however the slowest growth among the observed
geographies, and the most abrupt decrease in growth pace when
compared to Q1 2022 (-1.8 percentage points). At a quarterly
growth pace, Q2 is also the second quarter of negative growth for
the US (-0.1%). Two consecutive quarters of negative growth are
often considered one technical definition for a recession. Whether
the US is entering recession is still debatable (stock management
has introduced considerable bias in the latest US readings), but
the American economy is certainly struggling, particularly with
inflationary pressures.
Note:

1) GDP measured using the expenditure approach, seasonally adjusted

Source:

Eurostat, OECD
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Economic trends | Interest rates and inflation

The ECB is catching up on its response to record inflation, energy prices will be key to inflation trends in the months to
come
Central banks globally are pursing an aggressive monetary stance.
The European Central Bank (ECB) has changed course and
increased interest rates for the first time in 11 years, with further
marked hikes expected to be implemented in the next 12 months.
The annual Jackson Hole Symposium (a conference for central
bankers from around the world) has confirmed the sentiment
among central bankers.
Inflation measured on a year-on-year basis continued to rise
throughout Q2 2022 in all the observed geographies. It was
recorded at 8.7% in Denmark, 7.8% in Finland 8.5% in Sweden,
8.5% in the US and 9.8% in the EU. These are rates unseen since
40 years ago, but the pace at which inflation is progressing has
been slower over summer than it has been in average in the first
six months of the year. Additional silver linings are a considerable
decrease in shipping costs since the start of the year and a
correction of commodity prices in the face of a more depressed
global demand.
Inflation remains very much driven by energy prices, particularly in
Europe. Headline inflation in the EU has increased to 9.1% in
August 2022 whereas core inflation (excluding food and energy)
was 4.9%. As Europe is approaching winter, energy will remain the
key determinant of inflation. In the US, a tight labour market
makes second-round effects (agents passing on inflation to wages
and prices) more likely, which could render the task of reining
inflation in for the Federal Reserve more difficult.
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1) DK: interest rate of the certificates of deposits; EU: official central bank liquidity providing main refinancing operations, fixed rate; US: mid-point of the Federal Reserve target rate; SE: Central bank fixed repo/reversed repo rate; NO: official deposit facility rate; GB: official bank rate

Source:

BIS, OECD
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Economic trends | Equity markets

Financial markets continue to react to deteriorating macro conditions

Note:

1) Index – January 2020 = 100; 2) Zero-coupon yield, percentage points

Source:

Capital IQ, Deloitte calculations
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The breakeven rate in the US (a measure of anticipated inflation)
has decreased compared to March 2022 and has remained stable
throughout the summer, which indicates that markets are still
betting on a normalization of inflation in the medium term.
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Bond yields have printed a strong upwards trend during Q1 and
Q2 2022. In the European Union, it is the fastest yield progression
observed since the creation of the euro. The European bond yields
have increased from 0.53% in the end of Q1 to 1.38% in the end of
Q2.
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The technology sector has recorded the largest decline (-36,1%) of
the considered indices since January 2022, followed by Industrial
transportation (-26.7%), Financial services (-26.4%) and Health
care (-11.2%). The energy index is the only one having experienced
growth during the period (9.1%). Except for the energy sectors,
most 2021 gains have been erased (technology, industrial
transportation and healthcare indices show are below a 2% since
January 2021).

Equity markets: Sectoral indices in Europe1
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Equity markets have been under pressure and suffered declines in
Q2 2022. This development has been driven by investors pricing in
further interest rates hikes and continued geopolitical
uncertainties as chatter about gas shortage are increasing (cf. our
dedicated section).
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Economic trends | Consumer and business confidence

Consumers continue to be gloomier and businesses are starting to follow them

The historical low consumer confidence printed in April 2022
(-20.9) has pursued the trend throughout Q2 2022 and reached a
new record low in July 2022 (-25.6). Danish consumers continue to
show record low morale.

Consumer confidence in Denmark
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Business confidence in Denmark1

Note:

1) Index: mean of 1990-2018 = 100

Source:

Statistics Denmark
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After printing a historical divergence with household confidence,
in Q1 2022, business confidence has returned into negative
territory in July. Pessimism in the business sector however remains
much less marked than that of consumers’. It is also so far looking
much better than it was during the pandemic.

(20)
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Danish consumers first experienced a low after the start of the war
in Ukraine. The economic consequences of the conflict have since
then continually taken their confidence on a downward path, as
high energy prices and raising food prices are increasingly felt on
purchasing power. In addition, rising interest rates are making
access to loans more difficult than it has been for a long time.
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Economic trends | Bankruptcies and unemployment

Unemployment is still trending down, reaching historical lows

Bankruptcies have been seesawing since the start of 2022, with an
average of 209 per month, which is more or less aligned with (if
slightly below) the average observed prior to the pandemic (215
per month in 2019).

Bankruptcies in Denmark
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Statistics Denmark, OECD
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The unemployment remained stable in the US at 3.5% throughout
Q2 2022. The American labour market is particularly tight, causing
increased inflationary concerns. In addition, the US labour force
participation rate, which was slowly improving in the first part of
2022 has recessed again during the summer.
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Unemployment has continued on a downward slope in Q2 2022 in
most geographies, while stagnating at 4.5% and 3.6% in Denmark
and the US respectively. The European Union printed a 6.7%
unemployment rate in June, going up by 0.5 percentage point.
Norway went through a brief spike in May (3.8%, from 2.7% in
April) but continues to print the lowest unemployment rate
among observed geographies.

US
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Economic trends | Property prices

Residential property prices are stalling their growth

After booming prices during the pandemic, the normalisation
observed in the second half of 2021 appears to confirm in Q2
2022. Except apartments, housing prices have overall been
plateauing in Q1 2022. For family houses and vacation houses the
growth rate of prices more than halved compared to the same
period last year (with growth rates of 1.1% and 1.4%,
respectively).

Indexed property prices in Denmark1
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In the Capital Region real estate prices have slowed down faster
than in the rest of the country. Vacation houses have continued to
print negative growth rates, for the third quarter in a row. This
suggests that the pandemic-driven price boom in vacation homes
might be reversing.
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Indexed property prices in the Capital Region2
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The evolution of property prices can be explained by a
combination of economic uncertainty and (in particular) increased
mortgage interest rates. The outlook for the residential property
market has substantially deteriorated in the past months.
Increasing energy prices is also expected to drive up property
supply in some parts of the market (a real risk for poorer
households whose economy will be put under severe stress by the
winter energy bills) and the hike on variable mortgage interest
rates could further fuel the trend.
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1) Index - 2006 = 100; 2) The Capital Region of Denmark, not adjusted for seasonality

Source:

Statistics Denmark, last data available Q4 2021
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Economic trends | Economic outlook

2022 growth perspectives revised and contrasted, with 2023 is the real worry

2022 Growth in Denmark was revised downwards by the Danish
Ministry of Finance On August 31st, to 2.8%, downgraded from a
previous forecast of 4.1% in May. A large part of this growth will
result from carryover effects (activity level realise through past
growth) and the real effects of the downturn currently visible in
leading indicators (e.g. the purchasing managers’ index) will show
in 2023, expected at a meagre 0.8% (-1.1 percentage point versus
May forecast).

7

Expected GDP growth in Denmark1
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The OECD expects the Danish economy to be particularly resilient
in 2022. Denmark was one of five countries (and the only one in
Europe) to receive an improved growth forecast by the OECD in
June. This positive outlook is driven by continued investment, a
strong contribution of exports, a relatively low reliance on fossil
fuel imports and robust balance sheets in the corporate and public
sectors.

Not surprisingly, Russia is the geography with the greatest
negative change in expected GDP growth (-12.7 percentage
points) which is a result of the multiple sanctions taken against the
country.

Note:

1) Y/Y growth in %

Source:

European commission, Nationalbanken, IMF
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M&A environment | EBITDA multiples and MRP

Valuations have continued their correction and are now trending below 2018 levels.

EV/EBITDA multipliers were averaging 9.9x in the OMXC20 and
9.8x in the OMXN40 in June 2022.

EV/ EBITDA multiple in Danish and Nordic indices
20x
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16x

Valuations have been on a downtrend since the summer of 2021
and the OMXC20 is now below its pandemic low-point (February
2020). So far, over the course of 2022, both indices retracted by
ca. 33% (4.9x on OMXC20 and 4.6x on OMXN40).
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Macro uncertainties, rising bond yields, increasing cost of capital
and high inflation are all factors participating to a dip in equity that
started in the summer of 2022 and which has continued the
valuation downtrend started one year prior.
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After a rather stable 2021, market risk premiums are trending up
again as macro uncertainty increases. Both Deloitte’s MRP and
Damodaran’s are back to late-2020 levels.
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1) Deloitte’s own measure of market risk premium and NYU’s Prof. Aswath Damodaran’s measure of market premium
Source:

Capital IQ, Deloitte Analysis, Damodaran
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M&A environment | Nordic target deals

M&A activity is up by 35% in Q2 2022 compared with the previous quarter but far from the 2021 levels

In the second quarter of 2022, Nordic M&A activity is up by 35%
compared with the previous quarter. With a total of 482 deals in
Q2 2022, this is 19% less than in the same period last year.

Total number of Nordic target deals in Q2 20221
TMT
Consumer

116

Industrials

Technology deals continue to be most numerous, representing
25% of the disclosed transactions. However, the number
decreased by 32% when compared to Q2 2021. Real estate and
Life Science / Health care are the only sectors where more deals
were recorded in Q2 2022 than in Q2 2021.

89
57

Real estate

Energy/Infrastructure

38

Other

126

68

51

20
19
4

7

Q2 2021
Q2 2022
Nationality of Nordic target buyers
Rest of Europe
19%

A large majority of buyers of Nordic companies is still based in the
region (69% of buyers). Sweden continued to be the largest Nordic
buyer, representing 43% of them. Norway comes second (25%)
and Denmark comes third, accounting for 18% of buyers buyers in
Q2-2022.

131

24
26

Life Science / Health…
Financial services

The total disclosed deal value2 reached EUR 40.5 billion in Q2
2022. This is an 35% increase on Q2 2021 and an 61% increase in
the average deal value.

179

122

MENA
1%

Asia-Pacific
2%
The Americas
9%
Nordic
69%

Note:

1) Announced deals, excluding lapsed/withdrawn bids in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland. 2) The total disclosed deal value as of August 17th 2022.

Source:

Mergermarket – Data is extracted from Mergermarket on 22 April 2022. Comparisons with previous time periods are based on latest available data from Mergermarket as of August 17th 2022.
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European gas supply| Introduction to the natural gas markets in Europe

Emancipating the European Union from its dependence to Russian natural gas is a complex endeavour…
Gas has become an important piece of the energy mix

Gas consumption varies in application and across geographies

European Union: Energy by Source, 1990-2020

European Union: Gross Natural Gas Consumption, 2020
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During the past 30 years the share of gas in the European Union
primary energy mix has increased, from ca. 15% to ca. 30%.
During this timeframe, renewable energies have experienced the
largest growth, going from ca. 5% of the energy mix to 20%.

Natural gas has an array of applications in the EU. It is mostly used
in energy transformation (e.g., to produce electricity) and as a
source of heat for households (combined 56% of consumption).
However, 1/3 is also used as input for industry and services,
making natural gas a key input to the European economy.

Most of Europe’s hydrocarbons are sourced outside of the
European Union (EU). The net import of energy for the EU was in
2020 57.7%. Russia is Europe's largest supplier of natural gas, oil,
and coal, and has become ingrained in distribution networks. In
2020 more than 40% of total imports of natural gas came from
Russia.

In the EU, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary and Latvia are
particularly reliant on Russian gas. Russia has considerably
decreased its supply to Europe over the summer. At the time of
writing, after the shut down of Nord Stream 1, Russian gas inflow
represents less than 10% f European imports, now mostly trough
the Soyuz (passing trough Ukraine) and TurkStream (connected to
Bulgaria) Pipelines.

Denmark is better positioned than most to handle high natural gas
prices. Some parts of the Danish economy is nevertheless reliant
on what remains a critical commodity for key domestic industries
(e.g. the food industry).

Storage capacity can help smooth out natural gas market
disruptions. The EU storage capacity is relatively significant but it
is unevenly distributed and is not enough to fully substitute to
Russian imports during winter.

Note:

1)

Source:

IMF, Eurostat
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European gas supply| Solutions

But the weaponization of gas supply by the Kremlin and its impact on the European economy makes it unavoidable
What is the impact of the reliance?
Fossil Fuel Price (Indexed, march 2017 = 100)

What can be done to reduce the reliance?
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The impact of disruption in the Russian gas supply is difficult to
estimate precisely as it is underpinned by a complex range of
factors (e.g., the way gas is used as input in production line or
how much of it can be substituted with other inputs). Prior to the
shutdown of Nord Stream 1, most estimates pointed to avoided
shortages if Russian deliveries continued at reduced pace.

So far, the disruptions and concerns over future supply have led
to large increases in energy prices. Continued disruption could
lead to costly regional shortages, further drive inflation and
translate in an increased risk of social unrest in some countries.

Some demand reduction is expected in the industrial/production
sectors as a result of the high energy prices which will have
recessionary effects.

2013
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2022

jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug sep oct nov dec
Fully replacing Russian gas imports will prove difficult in the
short-term. Somewhat surprisingly, Europe has so far been able
to offset reductions in Russian deliveries and build up storage to
reach average historical levels in June. This situation could
however evolve quickly.
Various analyses suggest that there is scope for Europe to
considerably reduce its reliance on Russia in 2022 (something
which has already been achieved to quite an extend), with
further gains in H1-2023.
Immediate policy priorities center on actions to mitigate
impacts, which includes:
• eliminating constraints to a more integrated gas market via
easing infrastructure bottlenecks
• accelerating efforts in defining and agreeing solidarity
contributions
• promoting stronger pricing pass through and measures to
generate greater energy savings
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Findings from the IMF suggest that alternative natural gas and
energy sources could replace up to 70% of the natural gas
imported from Russia in Europe over the next 12 months. This
would be enough to avoid shortage during a 6-month
interruption of Russian supply. Considerable impacts would
nevertheless be felt on prices with sizeable repercussions on
economic outputs throughout Europe.

Further research from the IMF, exploring the impact of a Russian
gas shut-off in the EU, suggests that in the short term, the most
vulnerable countries in Central and Eastern Europe face an
output loss of up to 6.5% (Hungary). This is depending on the
rolled out policy responses. The EU could stand to recess by 0.4%
to 2.7% (a more plausible range is 0.4% to 1.4%). Denmark would
be amongst the least affected countries, with an output loss
between 0.1% and 0.4%.

Note:

1) This chart shows a situation assuming low adjustment frictions, meaning that policy and market mechanism are presumed to minimise inefficiencies (a situation that seems plausible considering the nature of the policies being discussed at the time of writing in the EU)

Source:

IMF
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